Abstract. We present INDUS (Intelligent Data Understanding System), a federated, query-centric system for knowledge acquisition from autonomous, distributed, semantically heterogeneous data sources that can be viewed (conceptually) as tables. INDUS employs ontologies and inter-ontology mappings, to enable a user or an application to view a collection of such data sources (regardless of location, internal structure and query interfaces) as though they were a collection of tables structured according to an ontology supplied by the user. This allows INDUS to answer user queries against distributed, semantically heterogeneous data sources without the need for a centralized data warehouse or a common global ontology. We used INDUS framework to design algorithms for learning probabilistic models (e.g., Naive Bayes models) for predicting GO functional classification of a protein based on training sequences that are distributed among SWISSPROT and MIPS data sources. Mappings such as EC2GO and MIPS2GO were used to resolve the semantic differences between these data sources when answering queries posed by the learning algorithms. Our results show that INDUS can be successfully used for integrative analysis of data from multiple sources needed for collaborative discovery in computational biology.
Introduction
Ongoing transformation of biology from a data-poor science into an increasingly data-rich science has resulted in a large number of autonomous data sources (e.g., protein sequences, structures, expression patterns, interactions). This has led to unprecedented, and as yet, largely unrealized opportunities for large-scale collaborative discovery in a number of areas: characterization of macromolecular sequence-structure-function relationships, discovery of complex genetic regulatory networks, among others.
Biological data sources developed by autonomous individuals or groups differ with respect to their ontological commitments. These include assumptions concerning the objects that exist in the world, the properties or attributes of the objects, relationships between objects, the possible values of attributes, and their intended meaning, as well as the granularity or level of abstraction at which objects and their properties are described [17] . Therefore, semantic differences among autonomous data sources are simply unavoidable. Effective use of multiple sources of data in a given context requires reconciliation of such semantic differences. This involves solving a data integration problem. Development of sound approaches to solving the information integration problem is a prerequisite for realizing the goals of the Semantic Web as articulated by Berners-Lee et al. [5] : seamless and flexible access, integration and manipulation of semantically heterogeneous, networked data, knowledge and services.
Driven by the semantic Web vision, there have been significant communitywide efforts aimed at the construction of ontologies in life sciences. Examples include the Gene Ontology (www.geneontology.org) [2] in biology and Unified Medical Language System (www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls) in heath informatics. Data sources that are created for use in one context often find use in other contexts or applications (e.g., in collaborative scientific discovery applications involving data-driven construction of classifiers from semantically disparate data sources [9] ). Furthermore, users often need to analyze data in different contexts from different perspectives. Therefore, there is no single privileged ontology that can serve all users, or for that matter, even a single user, in every context. Effective use of multiple sources of data in a given context requires flexible approaches to reconciling such semantic differences from the user's point of view.
Against this background, we have investigated a federated, query-centric approach to information integration and knowledge acquisition from distributed, semantically heterogeneous data sources, from a user's perspective. The choice of the federated, query-centric approach was influenced by the large number and diversity of data repositories involved, together with the user-specific nature of the integration tasks that need to be performed. Our work has led to INDUS, a system for information integration and knowledge acquisition (see Figure 1 ). INDUS relies on the observation that both the information integration and knowledge acquisition tasks can be reduced to the task of answering queries from distributed, semantically heterogeneous data sources. We associate ontologies with data sources and users and show how to define mappings between them. We exploit the ontologies and the mappings to develop sound methods for flexibly querying (from a user perspective) multiple semantically heterogeneous distributed data sources in a setting where each data source can be viewed (conceptually) as a single table [10, 9] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the problem we are addressing more precisely through an example. Section 3 describes the design and the architecture of INDUS. Section 4 demonstrates how INDUS can be used for knowledge acquisition tasks using as an example a simple machine learning algorithm (Naive Bayes). We end with conclusions, discussion of related work and directions for future work in Section 5. INDUS: a system for information integration and knowledge acquisition from semantically heterogeneous distributed data. Queries posed by the user are answered by a query answering engine, which uses mappings between the user ontology and the data source ontologies to resolve semantic differences. A user-friendly editor is used to specify ontologies and mappings between ontologies.
Illustrative Example
The problem that we are wish to address is best illustrated by an example. Consider several biological laboratories that independently collect information about Protein Sequences in connection to their Structure and Function. Suppose that the data D 1 collected by a first laboratory contains human proteins and it is described by the attributes Protein ID, Protein Name, Protein Sequence, Prosite Motifs and EC Number (stored as in Table 1 ). The data D 2 collected by a second laboratory contains yeast proteins and it is described by the attributes Accession Number AN, Gene, AA Sequence, Length, Pfam Domains, and MIPS Funcat (stored as in Table 2 ). A data set D 3 collected by a third laboratory contains both human and yeast proteins and it is described by the attributes Entry ID, Entry Name, Organism, CATH Domains and CATH Classes corresponding to the domains (stored as in Table 3 ).
Consider a biologist (user) U who wants to assemble a data set based on the data sources of interest D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , from his or her own perspective, where the representative attributes are ID, Source, AA composition (a.k.a. amino acid distribution, i.e. number of occurrences of each amino acid in the amino acid sequence corresponding to the protein), Structural Classes and GO Function. This requires the ability to manipulate the data sources of interest from the user's perspective. However, the three data sources differ in terms of semantics from the user's perspective. In order to cope with this heterogeneity of semantics, Alpha beta
the user must observe that the attributes Protein ID, Accession Number and Entry ID, in the three data sources of interest, are similar to the user attribute ID; the attribute Protein Sequence in the first data source and the attribute AA Sequence in the second data source are also similar and they can be used to infer the user attribute AA Composition (by counting the number of occurrences of each amino acid in the corresponding AA sequence); similarly, the attributes EC Number and MIPS Funcat are similar to the user attribute GO Function; finally, the attributes Organism and CATH Classes in the third data source are similar to the attributes Source and Structural Classes in the user view. Therefore, to assemble the user data, one would need to project the data in D 1 (with respect to the attributes Protein ID, Protein Sequence and EC Number) and the data in D 2 (with respect to AN, AA Sequence, and MIPS Funcat) and take the union D 12 of the resulting sets; then the third data set D 3 needs to be projected with respect to the attributes Entry Name, Organism, and CATH Classes. The cross-product with respect to the common attribute ID, between D 12 and D 3 represents the data that the user is interested in. Notice that all these operations can be written as a query whose result is
. However, before the query can be executed, the semantic differences between values of similar attributes must be resolved.
To establish the correspondence between values that two similar attributes can take, we need to associate types with attributes and map the domain of the type of an attribute to the domain of the type of the corresponding attribute (e.g., AA Sequence to AA Composition or EC Number to GO Function). We assume that the type of an attribute can be a standard type such as a collection of values (e.g., amino acids, Prosite motifs, etc.), or it can be given by a simple hierarchical ontology (e.g., species taxonomy). Figure 2 shows examples of (simplified) attribute value hierarchies for the attributes EC Numbers, MIPS Funcat, and GO Function in the data sources D 1 , D 2 and the user perspective.
Examples of semantic correspondences in this case could be: EC 2.7. Table 4 , where the semantic correspondences have been applied.
In general, the user may want to answer queries such as the number of human proteins that are involved in kinase activity from the integrated data or even to infer models based on the data available in order to use them to predict useful information about new unlabeled data (e.g., protein function for unlabeled proteins). INDUS, the system that we have developed in our lab, can be used to answer such queries against distributed, semantically heterogeneous data sources without the need for a centralized data warehouse or a common global ontology. We will describe INDUS in more detail in the next section. 
INDUS Design and Architecture
A simplified version of INDUS architecture is shown in Figure 1 . As can be seen, several related distributed and semantically heterogeneous data sources (servers) can be available to users (clients) who may want to query the data sources through a query interface. Each user has his or her own view of the domain of interest reflected by a user ontology. The system provides default user ontologies (e.g., GO Function) and mappings from the data source ontologies to the user ontology (e.g., from AA Sequence to AA Composition or from EC Number to GO Function) in a mapping repository. However, a user-friendly ontology and mapping editor is also available for users if they need to design or modify their own ontologies or mappings (for example, if they need to explore different mappings such as AA Sequence to AA composition or AA sequence to hydrophobic versus hydrophilic AA Composition). Once a query is posed by the user, it is sent to a query answering engine which acts as a middleware between clients and servers. The query answering engine has access to the data sources in the system and also to the set of mappings available. Thus, when the query answering engine receives a user query, it decomposes this query according to the distributed data sources, maps the individual queries to the data source ontologies, then it composes the results to sub-queries into a final result that is sent back to the user.
The main features of INDUS include:
(1) A clear distinction between data and the semantics of the data: this makes it easy to define mappings from data source ontologies to user ontologies. (2) User-specified ontologies: each user can specify his or her ontology and mappings from data source ontologies to the user ontology; there is no single global ontology.
(3) A user-friendly ontology and mappings editor: this can be easily used to specify ontologies and mappings; however, a predefined set of ontologies and mappings are also available in a repository. (4) Knowledge acquisition capabilities: if the information requirements of an algorithm for knowledge acquisition from data (e.g., learning algorithm) can be formulated as statistical queries [10] , then such an algorithm can be easily linked to INDUS, making it an appropriate tool for information integration as well as knowledge acquisition tasks.
Some of these features are shared by other systems developed independently, e.g., BioMediator [25] . In the remaining of this section we describe the first three features into more detail, while in the next section we show how INDUS can be used to infer Naive Bayes models.
Ontology Extended Data Sources
Suppose that the data of interest are distributed over the data sources
where each data source D i contains only a fragment of the whole data D.
Let D i be a distributed data set described by the set of attributes {A
n } an ontology associated with this data set. The element Λ i j ∈ O i corresponds to the attribute A i j and defines the type of that particular attribute. The type of an attribute can be a standard type (e.g., types such as Integer or String; the enumeration of a set of values such as Prosite motifs; etc.) or a hierarchical type, which is defined as an ordering of a set of terms (e.g., the values of the attribute EC number) [6] . Of special interest to us are isa hierarchies over the values of the attributes that describe a data source, also called attribute value taxonomies (see Figure 2) .
The schema S i of a data source D i is given by the set of attributes {A [7, 21] .
User Perspective
We say that a set of ontologies O 1 , · · · , O p are integrable according to a user ontology O U in the presence of the semantic correspondences SC if there exist p partial injective mappings ψ 1 , · · · , ψ p from O 1 , · · · , O p , respectively, to O U with the following two properties [9, 6] :
the ontology O U (semantic correspondence preservation property).
In general, the set of mappings can be (semi-automatically) inferred from the set of semantic correspondences specified by the user [9] .
Ontology-Extended Data Sources and Mappings Editor
In many practical data integration scenarios, the ontologies associated with data sources are not explicitly specified in a form that can be manipulated by programs. In such cases, it is necessary to make explicit, the implicit ontologies associated with the data sources before data integration can be performed. In addition, users need to be able to specify the user ontology and the semantic correspondences between user ontology and data source ontologies (used later to generate a set of semantics preserving mappings). To address this need, we have developed a user-friendly editor for editing data source descriptions (associated with ontology extended data sources) and for specifying the relevant semantic correspondences (a.k.a., interoperation constraints). The current implementation of our data source editor provides interfaces for:
(a) Defining attribute types or isa hierarchies (attribute value taxonomies) or modifying a predefined set of attribute types. (b) Defining the schema of a data source by specifying the names of the attributes and their corresponding types. (c) Defining semantic correspondences between ontologies associated with the data sources and the user ontology. (d) Querying distributed, semantically heterogeneous data sources and retrieving and manipulating the results according to the user-imposed semantic relationships between different sources of data. Figure 3 shows the interface that allows specification of semantic correspondences between two data sources. The leftmost panel shows an ontology extended schema associated with a data source, which includes the hierarchical type ontologies associated with attributes. The second panel shows the available semantic correspondences. The third panel shows the ontology extended schema associated with the user data. The user can select a term in the first schema, the desired semantic correspondence, and a term in the second schema. The user-specified semantic correspondences that are used to infer consistent Fig. 3 . Editor for defining ontology-extended data sources and semantic correspondences between two ontology-extended data sources.
mappings-specified are shown on the rightmost panel. The ontologies and mappings defined using the user-friendly editor in INDUS are stored in a repository that is available to the query answering engine. INDUS contains a list of predefined mappings (e.g., mappings from EC Number to GO Function or from AA Sequence to AA Composition). Some of these functions are procedural (e.g., procedure that maps an AA Sequence to AA Composition), others represent the enumeration of a list of mappings between values (e.g., EC Number to GO Function). Furthermore, the user is given the freedom to define new mappings or modify the existing ones according to his or her own needs. For example, if the user wants to map AA Sequence to AA Composition and this mapping does not exist in the repository, then the user can easily upload the corresponding procedure through the editor interface. Also if a user decides to use a modified version of a pre-defined mapping function, that particular function can be loaded into the editor from the repository and edited according to the user needs.
Learning Classifiers for Assigning Protein Sequences to Gene Ontology Functional Families
Caragea et al. [10] have shown that the problem of learning classifiers from distributed data can be reduced to the problem of answering queries from distributed data by decomposing the learning task into an information integration component in which the information needed for learning (i.e., sufficient statistics) is identified and gathered from the distributed data and a hypothesis generation component, which uses this information to generate a model. Assigning putative functions to novel proteins and the discovery of sequence correlates of protein function are important challenges in bioinformatics. In what follows, we will show how a biologist interested in learning models for predicting the GO Function of unlabeled proteins based on data coming from SWISSPROT and MIPS databases, can use the tools provided by INDUS to achieve this task.
Data and Problem Specification
We consider again the data sources described in our illustrative example. Because the user is interested in learning to predict the GO Function of a protein based on the information contained in the amino acid sequence, the data of interest to the user can be seen as coming from two horizontal fragments as in Table 5 (where the data set D 1 is assembled from SWISSPROT and the data set D 2 is assembled from MIPS). 
Typically a user (e.g., a biologist) might want to infer probabilistic models (e.g., Naive Bayes) from the available data. Using INDUS the user defines the semantic correspondences between the data source attributes Protein ID in D 1 , AC in D 2 and the user attribute ID; Protein Sequence in D 1 , AA Sequence in D 2 and Sequence in O U ; and EC number in D 1 , MIPS catfun in D 2 and GO Function in the user perspective. Furthermore, the user can use predefined mappings between the values of semantically similar attributes (e.g., mappings from EC Number and MIPS Funcat to GO function) or modify existing mappings according to the user's view of the domain.
We will briefly review the Naive Bayes model, identify sufficient statistics for learning Naive Bayes models from data and show how these sufficient statistics can be computed from distributed, heterogeneous data using INDUS query answering engine.
Classification Using a Probabilistic Model
Suppose we have a probabilistic model α for sequences defined over some alphabet Σ (which in our case is the 20-letter amino acid alphabet). The model α specifies for any sequence S = s 1 , · · · , s n the probability P α (S = s 1 , · · · , s n ) according to the probabilistic model α. We can construct such a probabilistic model and explore it as a classifier using the following (standard) procedure:
-For each class c j train a probabilistic model α(c j ) using the sequences belonging to class c j . -Predict the classification c(S) of a novel sequence S = s 1 , · · · , s n as given by: c(S) = arg max cj ∈C P α (S = s 1 , · · · , s n |c j )P (c j )
The Naive Bayes classifier assumes that each element of the sequence is independent of the other elements given the class label. Consequently, c(S) = arg max cj ∈C P α
. Note that the Naive Bayes classifier for sequences treats each sequence as though it were simply a bag of letters and it calculates the number of occurences σ(s i |c j ) of each letter in a sequence given the class of the sequence as well as the number of sequences σ(c j ) belonging to a particular class c j . These frequency counts completely summarize the information needed for constructing a Naive Bayes classifier, and thus, they constitute sufficient statistics for Naive Bayes classifiers [10] . An algorithm for learning probabilistic models from data can be described as follows:
(1) Compute the frequency counts σ(s i |c j ) and σ(c j ). (2) Generate the probabilistic model α given by these frequency counts.
The query answering engine receives queries such as q(σ(s i |c j )) and q(σ(c j )) asking for frequency counts, it decomposes them into subqueries q k (σ(s i |c j )) and q k (σ(c j )) according to the distributed data sources D k (k = 1, p) and maps them to the data source ontologies. Once the individual results are received back, the query answering engine composes them into a final result by adding up the counts returned by each data source. Thus, there is no need to bring all the data to a central place. Instead queries are answered from distributed data sources viewed from a user's perspective.
Experimental results on learning probabilistic models for assigning protein sequences to gene ontology functional families are reported by our group in [1] . They show that INDUS can be successfully used for integrative analysis of data from multiple sources needed for collaborative discovery in computational biology.
Summary, Discussion and Further Work

Summary
We have presented INDUS, a federated, query-centric approach to answering queries from distributed, semantically heterogeneous data sources. INDUS assumes a clear separation between data and the semantics of the data (ontologies) and allows users to specify ontologies and mappings between data source ontologies and user ontology. These mappings are stored in a mappings repository to ensure their re-usability and are made available to a query answering engine. The task of the query answering engine is to decompose a query posed by a user into subqueries according to the distributed data sources and compose the results into a final result to the intial user query.
In previous work [10] we have shown that learning algorithms can be decomposed into an information extraction component and a hypothesis generation component. This decomposition makes it possible to see learning algorithms as pseudo-users that pose queries to the query answering engine in order to gather the information that they need for generating the models that they output. Modular implementations of several learning algorithms have been linked to INDUS, thus obtaining algorithms for learning classifiers from distributed, semantically heterogeneous data sources. We have demonstrated how we can use INDUS to obtain algorithms for learning Naive Bayes models for predicting the functional classification of a protein based on training sequences that are distributed among several distributed, semantically heterogeneous data sources.
An initial version of INDUS software and documentation are available at: http://www.cild.iastate.edu/software/indus.html.
Discussion
There is a large body of literature on information integration and systems for information integration. Davidson et al. [12] and Eckman [13] survey alternative approaches to data integration. Hull [19] summarizes theoretical work on data integration. Several systems have been designed specifically for the integration of biological data sources. It is worth mentioning SRS [15] , K2 [29] , Kleisli [11] , IBM's DiscoveryLink [18] , TAMBIS [28] , OPM [22] , BioMediator [25] , among others.
Systems such as SRS and Kleisli do not assume any data model (or schema). It is the user's responsability to specify the integration details and the data source locations, when posing queries. Discovery Link and OMP rely on schema mappings and the definition of views to perform the integration task. TAMBIS and BioMediator make a clear distinction between data and the semantics of the data (i.e., ontologies) and take into account semantic correspondences between ontologies (both at schema level and attribute level) in the process of data integration.
Most of the above mentioned systems assume a predefined global schema (e.g., Discovery Link, OMP) or ontology (e.g., TAMBIS), with the notable exception of BioMediator, where users can easily tailor the integrating ontology to their own needs. This is highly desirable in a scientific discovery setting where users need the flexibility to specify their own ontologies.
While some of these systems can answer very complex queries (e.g., BioMediator), others have limited query capabilities (e.g, SRS which is mainly an information retrieval system). Furthermore, for some systems it is very easy to add new data sources to the system (e.g., SRS or Kleisli, where new data source wrappers can be easily developed), while this is not easy for other biological integration systems (e.g., Discovery Link or OMP, where the global schema needs to be reconstructed).
Finally, while some systems (e.g., SRS, BioMediator) provide support for biological information retrieval tools (such as BLAST or FASTA), to the best of our knowledge none of them are linked to machine learning algorithms that can be used for data analysis, classification or prediction.
On a different note, there has been a great deal of work on ontology development environments. Before developing INDUS editor, off-the-shelf alternatives such as IBM's Clio [14] or Protege [24] were considered, but they proved insufficient for our needs. Clio provides support only for schema mapping, but not for hierarchical ontology mapping. Protege is a purely knowledge base constructing tool (including ontology mappings). It does not provide support for the association of ontologies with data, data management or queries over the data. Furthermore, neither of these systems allow procedural mappings (a.k.a., conversion functions), which are essential for data integration.
Of particular interest to ontology-based information integration is work on modular ontolgies. Ontolingua [17, 16] and ONION [23] support manipulation of modular ontologies. Calvanese et al. [8] proposed a view-based mechanism for ontology integration. However, a global ontology is typically unavailable in information integration from loosely linked, distributed, semantically heterogeneous data. We have explored a description logic based approach to modular design and reuse of ontologies, specification of inter-ontology semantic correspondences, and mappings [4] . However, support for asserting and reasoning with partially specified semantic correspondences between local ontologies and localized reasoning in distributed description logic is lacking.
In terms of learning from distributed, semantically heterogeneous data, while there is a lot of work on distributed learning (see [20] for a survey), there has been little work on learning classifiers from semantically heterogeneous, distributed data. Ontology extended relational algebra [6] provides a framework within which users can specify semantic correspondences between names and values of attributes and obtain answers to relational queries. This approach has been extended in our work on INDUS to handle more general statistical queries across semantically heterogeneous data sources [9] .
Further Work
Our approach has been applied successfully to scenarios where the ontologies associated with some attributes are given by tree structured isa hierarchies. It is desirable to extend our work to the more general case where the hierarchies are directed acyclic graphs, as this case is more often encountered in practice.
As Protege [24] is the most popular tool for creating knowoledge bases, in the future INDUS will allow users to import ontologies that are edited using Protege.
In our current framework, we assume that each data source can be seen as a single table. It is of interest to extend INDUS to scenarios where each data sources can be conceptually viewed as a set of inter-related (possibly hierarchical) tables. This requires a framework for asserting semantic correspondences between tables and relations across multiple ontologies (see [14] ). In this context, recent work on description logics for representing and reasoning with ontologies [3, 27] , distributed description logics [7] as well as ontology languages, e.g., web ontology language (OWL) [26] are of interest. These developments, together with our work on INDUS, set the stage for making progress on the problem of integration of a collection of semantically heterogeneous data sources where each data source can be conceptually viewed as a set of inter-related tables in its full generality.
